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Abstract

Methodological likelihoodism is the view that it is possible to provide

an adequate post-data methodology for science on the basis of likelihood

functions alone. I argue that this view is false by (1) arguing that an

adequate post-data methodology for science would provide a good norm

of commitment, (2) arguing that a good norm of commitment based on

likelihood functions alone would have a particular form, (3) articulating

minimal requirements for a good norm of commitment, and (4) showing

that no norm of the specified form satisfies those requirements. Given the

Likelihood Principle, it follows that it is impossible to provide an adequate

post-data methodology for science on the basis of the evidential meaning

of data alone.

1 Introduction

One of the leading ideas in the philosophy of induction is that “saving the phe-

nomena is a mark of truth” (Norton, 2005, 11).1 In other words, an observation

∗Thanks to Marcus Adams, Jake Chandler, Foad Diazadji-Bahmani, Branden Fitelson,
Samuel Fletcher, Clark Glymour, Christopher Hitchcock, Satish Iyengar, Michael Lew, Conor
Mayo-Wilson, Edouard Machery, John Norton, Elay Schech, Teddy Seidenfeld, Elliott Sober,
Jan Sprenger, and Jim Woodward for discussions that contributed to the development of this
paper.

1The phrase “save the phenomena” was popularized by Duhem (1969), who associates it
with Plato’s purported challenge to his students to find the combination of uniform circular
motions that would account for the observed motions of heavenly bodies.
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supports a hypothesis to the extent that the hypothesis predicts it. The Likeli-

hood Principle and the Law of Likelihood are precise explications of evidential

equivalence and evidential favoring, respectively, that accord with this idea.

They are of interest for the philosophy of scientific method because frequentist

methods violate them, while Bayesian and likelihoodist methods do not.

Methodological likelihoodists go beyond merely accepting the Likelihood

Principle and Law of Likelihood: they claim that it is possible to provide an

adequate post-data methodology for science on the basis of predictive success

alone, where the predictive success of each hypothesis in a set H with respect

to a datum E is characterized by the likelihood function Pr(E|H)2 (the condi-

tional probability of E given H) as H varies over the set H. The methodolog-

ical likelihoodist approach is appealing in that it combines major advantages

of Bayesian and frequentist methodologies. Like Bayesian and unlike frequen-

tist approaches,3 it conforms to the Likelihood Principle. Like frequentist and

unlike Bayesian approaches, it avoids the use of prior probabilities.

Many Bayesians reject methodological likelihoodism because they maintain

that an adequate post-data methodology for science would provide guidance

for belief and action in the form of posterior probability distributions, which re-

quires appealing to prior probability distributions as well as likelihood functions

(e.g. Berger and Wolpert 1988, 124–36). The impact of this argument is lim-

ited by the fact that non-Bayesians reject the claim that providing a posterior

probability distribution is the only or even the best way to provide guidance

for belief and action. Frequentists, for instance, favor the use of methods that

do not give posterior probability distributions but are purportedly justified by

2In continuous cases, the discrete probability function Pr(E|H) would be replaced with a
probability density function p(E|H). This move creates some complications (Hacking 1965,
57, 66–70, Berger and Wolpert 1988, 32–6, Pawitan 2001, 23–4), but they are merely technical.
All measuring instruments have finite precision and range, so all real experiments have discrete
sample spaces. In principle, then, we could do without continuous probability distributions
in modeling scientific experiments.
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the fact that they are in some sense guaranteed to perform well in repeated

applications in the indefinite long run.

One could give a stronger argument against methodological likelihoodism

by showing that no norm of belief or action based on likelihood functions alone

satisfies generally accepted requirements for such a norm. I aim to give such

an argument in this paper. I do so by (1) arguing that an adequate post-data

methodology for science would provide a good norm of commitment; (2) arguing

that a good norm of commitment based on likelihood functions alone would

have a particular form; (3) articulating minimal requirements for a good norm

of commitment; and (4) showing that no norm of the specified form satisfies

those requirements. “Commitment” here can be understood as referring to

either belief in a psychological sense or the “behavioristic” notion of acting on

the assumption that the claim in question is true.

This argument has potentially far-reaching implications. If the Likelihood

Principle is true (as I argue in my 2014 and manuscripta) and methodological

likelihoodism is false (as I argue here), then it is impossible to provide an ade-

quate post-data methodology for science on the basis of the evidential meaning

of the data alone. Something else is needed: either additional inputs such as

prior probabilities or an approach such as the frequentist one that fails to re-

spect the evidential meaning of the data but purports to be justified on other

grounds.

I characterize the methodological likelihoodist position more precisely in

Section 2. I then give an overview of my argument against methodological

likelihoodism in Section 3 and develop it in detail in Sections 4–8.
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2 Methodological Likelihoodism

Methodological likelihoodists attempt to use the Law of Likelihood to provide

a methodology for science that conforms to the Likelihood Principle but does

not use prior probabilities. I will first provide precise statements of the Likeli-

hood Principle and the Law of Likelihood and then explain how methodological

likelihoodists use them.

The Likelihood Principle says, roughly, that the degree to which evidence

counts in favor of a hypothesis depends only on the degree to which that hy-

pothesis predicts it.

The Likelihood Principle. Data E1 and E2 are evidentially

equivalent with respect to the set of hypotheses H if and only if

they have the same likelihood function on H up to a constant of

proportionality—that is, if and only if there is a constant c such

that Pr(E1|H) = cPr(E2|H) for all H in H.4

Whereas the Likelihood Principle tells us that evidential meaning depends

only on likelihood functions, the Law of Likelihood tells us something about how

evidence depends on likelihood functions. Specifically, it addresses contrastive

4Bayesian methods conform to the Likelihood Principle in the sense that the posterior
probability distribution on that results from updating a given prior probability distribution
on a particular datum depends only on that datum’s likelihood function:

Pr(H|E) =
Pr(E|H) Pr(H)∑
i Pr(E|Hi) Pr(Hi)

(1)

Thus, for each H, Pr(H|E) depends only on the likelihood function Pr(E|Hi) as Hi varies
over some set of hypotheses of interest, given the function Pr(Hi).

Some authors claim that Bayesian methods do not conform to the Likelihood Principle
because posterior probabilities depend on prior probabilities as well as likelihood functions
(e.g. Akaike 1998, 77). However, they do conform to it when “the evidential meaning of
a datum” is understood (quite naturally) to characterize how learning that datum should
change one’s commitments.

Frequentist methods violate the Likelihood Principle in the sense that their outputs depend
on features of the experiment other than the likelihood function of the observed datum and
the background context (e.g. utilities and prior beliefs and knowledge). Specifically, they
depend on the likelihood functions for possible but non-actual data points.
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questions about when and to what degree an observation favors one hypothesis

over another.

The Law of Likelihood. Datum E1 favors hypothesis H1 over

mutually exclusive5 hypothesis H2 if and only if the likelihood ratio

L = Pr(E|H1)/Pr(E|H2) is greater than one, with L measuring the

degree of favoring.6

I have argued for these principles elsewhere (2014, manuscripta). My concern

for methodological likelihoodism is not that likelihoodist principles are false, but

that they are insufficient as the sole basis for a methodology for science.

Methodological likelihoodism is the view that it is possible to provide an

adequate post-data methodology for science on the basis of likelihood functions

alone.7 The word “adequate” here is used in an ordinary evaluative sense. A

post-data methodology is a set of procedures for processing and interpreting the

results of an experiment, as opposed to a pre-data methodology for planning

experiments. I use “experiment” in this paper in a broad sense, to refer to any

observational situation with a definite hypothesis space and a definite set of

possible outcomes, including “observational studies” in which no intervention is

being performed on the system or population of interest.

5This restriction to mutually exclusive hypotheses is not standard. See Gandenberger
manuscripta for an argument that it is necessary and not ad hoc.

6Terminology in this area has only recently become fairly standardized. Hacking coined
the phrase Law of Likelihood in his (1965, 59), but he used it to refer only to the qualitative
claim that E favors H1 over H2 if and only if L is greater than one, actually denying the
quantitative claim that L can be regarded as a measure of the degree of favoring (Hacking,
1972, 137). Edwards (1972) combined the quantitative and qualitative claims into a single
principle he called the “Likelihood Axiom” (31). Royall used Hacking’s phrase for Edwards’s
combined principle, mistakenly attributing it to Hacking (Royall, 1997, 3). Royall’s usage has
become more or less standard, although as recently as 2004 Forster and Sober used the phrase
“Likelihood Principle” to refer to what I am calling the Law of Likelihood.

7Prominent methodological likelihoodists such as Edwards, Royall, and Sober do not char-
acterize their view in this way, but they are committed to methodological likelihoodism as I
characterize it because they present the practice of reporting facts about evidential favoring as
explicated by the Law of Likelihood as a good genuine alternative to Bayesian and frequentist
methodologies. It would not be a good approach if it were not adequate in my sense, and it
would not be a genuine alternative if it were not a methodology for the post-data analysis of
experiments in science.
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Methodological likelihoodists can be pluralists: they need not maintain that

likelihoodist methods are appropriate for all genuine scientific problems, but

only that they are sufficient for some of them. Methodological likelihood-

ists typically say, for instance, that likelihoodist methods should be used when

a Bayesian approach would be problematic because empirically well-grounded

prior probabilities are not available (e.g. Sober 2008, 32).

Likelihoodist methods consist of reporting likelihood ratios and likelihood

functions to be interpreted in accordance with the Law of Likelihood.8 The

following example illustrates this approach.

Example 1. The survival rate for infants infected with Virus A

is currently 50%. It is hoped that a new drug will raise that rate

to 75%. In the first clinical trial, nine of the first twelve patients

treated with the new drug survive.

Let Hp be the hypothesis that the chance of survival for those who take the

new drug is p. The likelihood function for Hp on E is shown below.

The Law of Likelihood says that the degree to which E favors Hp1
over

Hp2 is Pr(E|Hp1)/Pr(E|Hp2). For instance, it favors H75% over H50% to the

degree 4.8. Royall (2000) suggests using 8 as the cutoff for declaring a piece of

evidence to be “fairly strong.” By this standard, E favors H75% over H50%, but

not “fairly strongly.” By contrast, E favors H75% over H25% to the very large

degree 729.9

8Likelihoodists also use various techniques to eliminate “nuisance parameters,” that is,
parameters that appear in the likelihood function but are not of interest in their own right.
Royall and other likelihoodists admit that those techniques are ad hoc (see e.g. Royall 1997,
Ch. 7), but I am not concerned with problems arising from nuisance parameters in this paper.

9In setting a fixed likelihood-ratio threshold for the use of the phrase “fairly strong evi-
dence,” Royall presupposes that the scale on which the Law of Likelihood measures evidential
favoring is the same for different pairs of hypotheses. Sober seems to deny that claim in per-
sonal correspondence. (The closest Sober comes to this denial in published work is footnote
16 on page 35 of his 2008, which can be read in other ways.) If E1 favors H1 over H2 to the
degree 8 and E2 favors H3 over H4 to the degree 8, for instance, it does not follow that there
is any sense in which E1 favors H1 over H2 to the same degree that E2 favors H3 over H4;
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Figure 1: The likelihood function for the hypothesis that the probability of
survival for a given patient is p, as a function of p, on the datum that nine of
the first twelve patients survived. (Because likelihood functions are defined only
up to a constant of proportionality, the scale for the y axis is arbitrary up to
multiplication by a constant—only proportions are meaningful.)

3 An Overview of My Argument Against Likelihoodism

The Likelihood Principle and the Law of Likelihood have many virtues. They

are intuitively plausible and have strong axiomatic bases (Gandenberger, 2014).

They cohere well with Bayesian approaches and are useful for diagnosing what

has going wrong when frequentist approaches yield intuitively unreasonable re-

sults (Berger and Wolpert, 1988, 65ff.). The likelihood functions on which they

are based are often objective, and when they are not objective they are often

easier to assess than prior probabilities (Sober, 2008). The Law of Likelihood

is useful for resolving disputes about the significance of data for a pair of the-

ories: Sober, for instance, uses it to good effect in discussing disputes about

evidence that purportedly favors the theory of intelligent design over the theory

of evolution or vice versa (2008).

those degrees of favoring exist on different scales. This maneuver makes sense from a Bayesian
perspective: two likelihood ratios “mean the same thing” in terms of what one should believe
only when the prior odds are the same, and in terms of what one should do only when the prior
odds and utilities either are the same or differ in exactly compensating ways. The maneuver
does not help vindicate methodological likelihoodism because in denying that likelihood ratios
have fixed meanings across contexts it lends further support to the claim that they are not
sufficient for an adequate methodology for science.
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What, then, could be wrong with the methodological likelihoodist position?

Simply the idea that likelihood functions are sufficient for a methodology that

can stand on its own. Using the Law of Likelihood to clarify the evidential

meaning of data is fine, but the aims of science require that we then be able to

say something about what we should believe or do in light the data. I will argue

that attempts to answer such questions on the basis of likelihood functions alone

cannot succeed.

My argument against methodological likelihoodism begins in Section 4 with

the claim that an adequate methodology for the post-data analysis of experi-

mental outcomes would provide a good norm of commitment. I then argue in

Section 5 that if there are good norms of commitment based on likelihood func-

tions alone, then they include a norm that directs one to accept one hypothesis

over another to some function of the degree that one’s total evidence favors the

former over the latter, where that function satisfies a few minimal constraints.

In each of Sections 6–8 I show that any norm of that kind is incompatible with

compelling requirements for a good norm of commitment. If one accepts the

central claims of Section 4, Section 5, and any of Sections 6–8, then one is

committed to rejecting methodological likelihoodism.

A few points of clarification are in order before I proceed. My term “accep-

tance,” like “commitment,” is ambiguous between a psychological attitude and

a behavioral disposition. Thus, my argument is relevant both to those who are

interested in inductive inference and those who follow Neyman (1957) in seek-

ing instead a theory of “inductive behavior.” I assume that degrees of relative

acceptance span the range from full acceptance in one direction to full accep-

tance in the other, with a definite point of neutrality in between. “Preferring”

one hypothesis to another just means accepting the former over the latter to a

degree greater than the degree associated with neutrality.
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I assume that norms of action are either reducible to or conceptually poste-

rior to norms of commitment, and thus that there is no need to consider them

separately. They are reducible to norms of commitment if commitments just are

dispositions to act in certain ways. They are conceptually posterior to norms of

commitment if commitments are beliefs and a good norm of action is one that

integrates one’s beliefs and values in an appropriate way (e.g. by maximizing

expected utility).

4 Claim 1: An Adequate Methodology Provides a Good Norm of

Commitment

I claim that an adequate post-data methodology for science provides a good

norm of commitment because such a methodology is needed for a specific pur-

pose that requires such a norm: namely, it is needed for the purpose of providing

a principled way to evaluate the accuracies of hypotheses, which involves form-

ing commitments about them.

Let me explain. Theory assessment can be thought of as a process of evalu-

ating hypotheses in terms of various “theoretical virtues” such as accuracy, con-

sistency, breadth, simplicity, and fruitfulness (Kuhn, 1977). “Accuracy” here

can refer to various notions concerning some kind of correspondence between

what the hypothesis says and what the world is like, such as truth, empirical

adequacy, and predictive accuracy. Other theoretical virtues have to do with

something else, such as some aspect of a theory’s internal structure.

Scientists collect data in order to evaluate hypotheses. Because accuracy

encompasses all of the theoretical virtues that have to do with the relationship

between a hypothesis and the world, it is the only one to which data is relevant.

Thus, scientists collect data in order to evaluate hypotheses with respect to their

accuracy. The purpose of a post-data methodology is to allow such evaluations
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to be made in principled ways, so an adequate post-data methodology for science

must provide a good norm for such evaluations.

Evaluating the accuracy of a hypothesis involves forming a belief about its

accuracy, or at least adopting a disposition to act on some assumption about its

accuracy. Thus, an adequate post-data methodology for science must provide a

good norm of commitment.

By claiming that an adequate post-data methodology for science provides a

good norm of commitment, I am ruling out the possibility that a methodology

that merely characterizes data as evidence is sufficient for the aims of science.

Consider again the example of an experiment in which nine of the first twelve

patients treated with a given drug survive. The Law of Likelihood can tell

us that this datum favors the hypothesis that the probability of survival given

treatment with that drug is 75% over the hypothesis that it is 50%, for instance,

and even give us a measure of the degree of favoring. However, it does not tell

us anything, on its own, about what we should believe about those hypotheses

or do in light of them. It does not provide a norm of commitment and thus

does not support evaluations of the accuracies of hypotheses. This fact makes

it inadequate as the sole basis for a methodology for science: scientists do not

collect data merely for the sake of evaluating it as evidence, but for the sake of

deciding what to believe and do.

This is not to say that using the Law of Likelihood to clarify the status

of data as evidence with respect to some set of hypotheses is useless. It can

be illuminating as a preliminary step toward evaluating the accuracies of hy-

potheses. Sober, for instance, uses the Law of Likelihood to assess the bearing

of the imperfect adaptations that organisms exhibit and other observations on

the hypothesis that they were created by an intelligent designer relative to the

hypothesis that they evolved by natural selection (2008, 107). Answering such
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questions can of course be a useful means to the end of deciding which (if either)

of those hypotheses to believe. But for principled guidance in deciding what to

believe, one needs some further norm or norms.

A methodological likelihoodist can say that the degrees of evidential favoring

the Law of Likelihood provides are to be used for Bayesian updating or frequen-

tist testing or that evidential favoring is just a primitive notion. But then he

or she is failing to provide a post-data methodology that is truly distinct from

frequentism and Bayesianism and is a useful tool for accomplishing the aims of

science.

Claim 1 implies that methodological likelihoodism is false unless it is possible

to provide a good norm of commitment on the basis of likelihood functions alone.

Of course, it might be possible to do so for all that I have said so far. I will now

consider what form such a norm might take.

5 Claim 2: A good purely likelihood-based norm of commitment

would have a particular form

5.1 Generalizing Hume’s Dictum

Given that an adequate methodology for science would provide a good norm

of commitment, it is incumbent on likelihoodists to show that it is possible to

provide such a norm on the basis of likelihood functions alone. In this section

I argue that a good purely likelihood-based norm of commitment would have

a particular form. My goal is to restrict the set of norms under consideration

enough to be able to prove things about it without excluding any norm that

might be worth considering.

An attractive starting point is Hume’s dictum that a wise person propor-

tions his or her belief to his or her (total) evidence (1825, 111, paraphrased).

Likelihoodists provide only a contrastive measure of evidential favoring, so we
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need a variant on Hume’s dictum which says that a wise person proportions his

or her commitment in one proposition relative to another to the degree that his

or her total evidence favors the one over the other.

This contrastive variant on Hume’s dictum is attractive but too specific

for present purposes. I would not want to rule out, for instance, being more

cautious than it prescribes by remaining neutral when one’s total evidence is

non-neutral but weak. However, it does seem safe to require that the relationship

between evidential favoring and relative commitment be nondecreasing, so that

an increase in favoring never leads to a decrease in relative commitment, and

neutrality-calibrated, in the sense that neutral evidence leads to neutrality of

commitment. It also seems safe to rule out as uninteresting norms that prescribe

neutrality regardless of the evidence.

If we require proportioning relative acceptance to a function of the degree of

evidential favoring that satisfies those requirements, then we get the following

class of norms.

Proportion Relative Acceptance to a Function of the Evidence

(PRAFE): AcceptH1 overH2 to the degree f(L) = f(Pr(ET |H1)/Pr(ET |H2)),

where f is some nondecreasing function such that f(1) = 1 and

f(a) > 1 for some a, and ET is one’s total relevant evidence.

As a matter of convention, accepting H1 over H2 to degree 1 means being neutral

between H1 and H2; to a degree greater than 1, preferring H1 to H2; and less

than 1, preferring H2 to H1.10

This class of norms is very large. In addition to the simple variant on

Hume’s dictum described above, it also includes “aggressive” rules that prescribe

believing one hypothesis over another to a degree greater than the relevant

10The logarithmic scale is perhaps more natural: if we let the degree of relative acceptance
be f(log[Pr(ET |H1)/Pr(ET |H2)]), then a degree of 0 means being neutral, a positive degree
means preferring H1 to H2, and a negative degree means the opposite. Nothing substantive
hangs on this choice of scales.
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degree of favoring; “stingy” rules that prescribe the opposite; and rules that

oscillate between aggressive and stingy as the degree of favoring increases.

No other purely likelihood-based norm of commitment suggests itself. Likeli-

hoodists are committed to the Principle of Total Evidence and to the claim that

Pr(ET |H1)/Pr(ET |H2) measures the degree to which one’s total evidence favors

H1 over H2. They are not committed to any other interpretive principles. The

restrictions PRAFE places on the function f of that degree of favoring to use as

one’s degree of relative acceptance are well-motivated. Thus, PRAFE seems to

include every purely likelihood-based norm of commitment that a likelihoodist

would want to consider.

Objection: A good norm of commitment could allow withholding judgment

Perhaps the most questionable feature of PRAFE is that it does not allow for

withholding judgment about a pair of hypotheses, as opposed to being neutral

between them. I have assumed that degrees of relatice commitment are real

numbers on a scale that goes from complete acceptance in one direction to

complete acceptance in the other direction, with a point of neutrality in between.

One might think that if one has no evidence bearing on a pair of hypothesis,

or only neutral evidence, then one should be in an uncommitted state that is

distinct from neutrality and cannot be represented as a real number (Norton,

2008). Or one might think that we should at least in some cases allow degrees

of relative acceptance to be interval-valued rather than point-valued.11

11The assumption that degrees of belief should always have sharp real values strikes many
as implausibly strong. For instance, if I know only that the probability that a particular coin
lands heads when flipped is between .25 and .75, inclusive, then perhaps the degree of belief
I should have that it will land heads in a given flip is the interval [.25, .75], rather than to
any particular number in that interval. Similarly, one might think that degrees of relative
acceptance should be interval-valued in some cases.
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Reply: Allowing withholding judgment does not help

I am willing to grant the somewhat plausible idea that one should withhold

judgment in the absence of relevant (non-neutral) evidence. I am open to the

possibility that degrees of relative acceptance should be interval-valued, but I

will not consider it in this paper. Allowing for interval-valued degrees would

make methodological likelihoodism harder to refute, but hardly any more plau-

sible. Imprecise Bayesians allow probability functions to be interval-valued, but

in doing so they are generalizing a successful theory. By contrast, a methodolog-

ical likelihoodist who found my arguments against PRAFE-rules (that is, rules

of the form given by PRAFE) persuasive would be allowing for interval-valued

degrees of relative acceptance in an attempt to rescue a failed theory. That

approach does not seem promising.

I will not grant that one should withhold judgment given multiple pieces

of evidence that are individually non-neutral but collectively neutral. That

proposal is unattractive on its face, and it has very unattractive consequences.

For instance, suppose that E1 favors H1 over H2 to some degree c > 1, while E2

favors H2 over H1 to the same degree, where E1 and E2 are independent. Then

the conjunction of E1 and E2 is neutral between H1 and H2.12 It is implausible

that if one learns first E1 and then E2, with no other relevant evidence, then one

should accept H1 over H2 after learning E1 but have no definite opinion about

H1 and H2 after learning E2, rather than being neutral between them. After

all, if E2 had been stronger evidence by any degree ε as small as one likes, then

one would not have withheld judgment, but would have accepted H2 over H1

to some degree no less than one. This discontinuity in the prescribed response

to E2 as its strength varies seems unnatural and ill-motivated.

12Pr(E1 & E2|H1) = Pr(E1|H1) Pr(E2|H1) by independence, which equals c(1/c) = 1 by
the fact that E1 favors H1 over H2 to the degree c and E2 favors H2 over H1 to the same
degree.
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I cannot see any other way in which PRAFE might be ruling out a purely

likelihood-based norm of commitment that is worth considering. The burden is

on anyone who would claim otherwise to provide an example and to show that

it achives successful functioning.

6 Claim 3: A good norm of commitment would allow one to prefer

chance hypotheses to maximally likely alternatives

The Problem of Maximally Likely Hypotheses

Example 2. Suppose you take a deck of cards at random from a

collection that contains both standard decks and “anomalous” decks

in unknown proportions, where an anomalous deck contains fifty-

two copies of the same card. You shuffle the deck and flip over

the top card. It is the two of clubs. What should your state of

relative acceptance be with respect to the hypothesis Hs that the

deck is standard and the hypothesis H2♣ that it is an anomalous

deck containing only twos of clubs?

The Law of Likelihood says that the observation E2♣ of the two of clubs

favors H2♣ over Hs to the degree Pr(E2♣|H2♣)/Pr(E2♣|Hs) = 1
1/52 = 52. We

can stipulate that the observation is the only evidence one has about H2♣ and

Hs. Thus, any PRAFE-rule says to accept H2♣ over Hs to the degree f(52),

where f is some nondecreasing function such that f(1) = 1 and f(a) > 1 for

some a > 1.

Now, some PRAFE-rules would not direct one to prefer H2♣ to Hs on a

likelihood ratio of fifty-two: PRAFE permits extremely stingy rules that have

f(52) = 1, which would direct one to remain neutral between the two hypothe-

ses. However, this fact does not help the likelihoodist. For any PRAFE-rule,

we can produce an example analogous to Example 2 in which that rule would
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lead one to prefer the analogue of H2♣ to the analogue of Hs. We can do so

simply by increasing the sizes of the decks. For instance, given a rule that says

to prefer one hypothesis over another only on a likelihood ratio greater than

999, we can construct an example with thousand-card decks (with four suits

running 1–250, for instance), in which an observation of a two of clubs would

favor the analogue of H2♣ over the analogue of Hs to the degree 1000.

Of course, there is nothing special about the two of clubs. Example 2 illus-

trates the fact that, for any PRAFE-rule, we can produce an example like it

that will lead us to prefer some anomalous-deck hypothesis to an analogue of Hs

no matter what card is drawn. For instance, any PRAFE-rule would prescribe

preferring the analogue of H4♥ that the deck consists of fifty-two fours of hearts

over the analogue of Hs given an initial draw of a four of hearts from a suffi-

ciently large deck. More generally, the Law of Likelihood will always say that

the evidence favors the “maximally likely” hypothesis HML that the data had

to turn out just as it did (so that Pr(E2♣|HML) = 1) over any hypothesis HCH

that makes the outcome a matter of chance (so that Pr(E2♣|HCH) < 1). For

any PRAFE-rule, if the probability that a particular chance hypothesis ascribes

to any given datum is sufficiently low (because there are very many equally

probable outcomes on that hypothesis, for instance, as in the case with the ana-

logue of Hs for a thousand-card deck), then that rule will direct one prefer the

maximally likely hypothesis that the experiment had to turn out the way it did

to that chance hypothesis no matter how the experiment turns out.

I claim that a good norm of commitment would at least permit one to prefer

chance hypotheses to maximally likely hypotheses in some cases. We have just

seen that no PRAFE-rule does so. It follows that no PRAFE-rule is a good

norm of commitment. Given my previous claims that an adequate methodology

for science provides a good norm of commitment and that if there are any good
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norms of commitment based on likelihood functions alone then some PRAFE-

rule is among them, it follows that methodological likelihoodism is false.

This Problem of Maximally Likelihood Hypotheses is particularly serious

when indeterminism is a live option, as in quantum mechanics. The standard

interpretation of quantum mechanics says that many events, such as radioac-

tive decay, are “genuinely chancy.” According to that interpretation, the laws

of physics simply do not determine whether or not a radioactive atom will decay

in a given time interval; they only give that event a probability. The Law of

Likelihood would say that our entire body of data on radioactive decay events

favors the hypothesis that those events had to occur exactly as they did over the

hypothesis that they were genuinely chance to an enormous degree. Yet scien-

tists do not accept the former over the latter. Thus, PRAFE-rules are seriously

at odds with a highly successful and seemingly sensible scientific practice.

The Problem of Maximally Likely Hypotheses has been presented as an

objection to the Law of Likelihood itself (e.g. Mayo 1996, 200–3 and Barnard

1972, 129). However, it is more persuasive as an objection to PRAFE-rules.

There are responses that one can give on behalf of the Law of Likelihood that

cannot be given as responses to PRAFE-rules. For the purposes of this paper

it does not matter whether or not those responses succeed in saving the Law of

Likelihood from refutation, but only that they do not succeed in saving PRAFE-

rules.

Let me explain. For any PRAFE-rule, there is some example analogous to 2

in which that rule would tell one, for instance, to prefer the analogue of H2♣ to

the analogue of Hs when the two of clubs is drawn. The Law of Likelihood, by

contrast, would merely tell one that the observation of the two of clubs favors

the analogue of H2♣ to the analogue of Hs to a particular degree. If you ask

an advocate of the Law of Likelihood what that favoring relation amounts to,
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he or she will typically point to the way learning the datum in question would

change one’s degrees of belief under Bayesian conditioning (e.g. Good 1985,

266 and Royall 1997, 12–3). The odds for a pair of hypotheses after Bayesian

conditioning are equal to the odds before conditioning times the likelihood ratio:

Pr(H2♣|E2♣)

Pr(Hs|E2♣)
=

Pr(H2♣)

Pr(Hs)

Pr(E2♣|H2♣)

Pr(E2♣|Hs)

Thus, in the case of fifty-two-card decks, the fact that the observation of a two

of clubs favors H2♣ over Hs to the degree fifty-two corresponds to the fact that

Bayesian conditioning on the observation of the two of clubs would increase the

odds of H2♣ to Hs by a factor of fifty-two.

Now, of course, a likelihoodist is not a Bayesian precisely because he or she

does not endorse the use of Bayesian updating except when empirically well-

grounded prior probabilities are available. Thus, he or she may not actually

use a degree of evidential favoring to update the odds for the relevant pair

of hypotheses. Royall addresses this issue by saying that the likelihood ratio

“takes its meaning” as a measure of evidential favoring from cases in which prior

probabilities are available and “retains” that meaning in other cases, just as the

BTU defined as the amount of heat required to increase the temperate of one

pound of water at 39.2◦F by one 1◦F retains that meaning when no such water

is present (1997, 13).

Again, the important point for present purposes is that even if this defense

of the Law of Likelihood is persuasive, it does not work as a defense of PRAFE-

rules. The key difference between the Law of Likelihood and PRAFE-rules is

that the Law of Likelihood takes its meaning from cases in which it serves as

a measure of the change in relative acceptance that the data warrant, whereas

PRAFE-rules try to say what degrees of relative acceptance one should have in

light of the data without reference to any prior state. Thus, whereas PRAFE-
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rules never allow one to accept chance hypotheses over maximally likelihood

hypotheses, the Law of Likelihood allows one to do so even when the likelihood

ratio in favor of the maximally likely hypotheses is enormous, provided that the

prior odds are sufficiently favorable to the chance hypothesis.

There is a second point that can be made in defense of the Law of Likelihood

but not in defense of PRAFE-rules. Whereas the Law of Likelihood always

says that the data favors some particular maximally likely hypothesis over a

given chance hypothesis, it does not always say that it favors the more general

hypothesis that the data-generating mechanism is deterministic over that chance

hypothesis. For instance, whereas in Example 2 the Law of Likelihood says that

the observation E2♣ of a two of clubs favors H2♣ over Hs, it does not say

that it the hypothesis Ha that the deck is anomalous over Hs. The likelihood

Pr(E2♣|Ha) is not well-defined. Probability theory tells us that it is a weighted

average of likelihoods like Pr(E2♣|H2♣), conditional on particular anomalous-

deck hypotheses, with weights given by the relative prior probabilities of those

hypotheses. It is not well-defined because we have not said anything about the

relevant prior probabilities. If we give equal prior probabilities to the particular

anomalous-deck hypotheses, then the Law of Likelihood says that quite sensibly

that E2♣ is neutral between Ha and Hs.

Now, if the likelihood Pr(E2♣|Ha) is not well-defined, then no PRAFE-rule

says anything directly about the degree to which one should accept Ha over Hs

or vice-versa when E2♣ is one’s total relevant evidence. However, it does say

something about it indirectly on the assumption that, for any hypotheses H1

and H2, if one should prefer H1 to H2, then one should also prefer H3 to H2 for

any deductive consequence H3 of H1. On that assumption, a PRAFE-rule tells

one to prefer Ha to Hs indirectly by telling one to prefer H2♣, for instance, to

Hs. One could of course deny the assumption that preferences should be closed
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under logical consequence in this way, but that move would have a heavy cost.

It is far from clear what it would mean to accept one hypothesis over another

or what one were to do with such judgments if they did not permit even simple,

single-premise deductive inferences.

Matters only get worse for an advocate of PRAFE-rules when we consider

cases in which the likelihood Pr(E2♣|Ha) is well-defined. In the case men-

tioned above in which the prior probabilities of the particular anomalous-deck

hypotheses are equal, a PRAFE-rule will say upon observing a two of clubs from

a sufficiently large deck to prefer the analogue of H2♣ to the analogue of Hs

but to be neutral between the analogue of Ha and the analogue of Hs, which is

a puzzling combination of attitudes given that the analogue of H2♣ entails the

analogue of Ha.

The assumption that relative acceptance should be closed under logical con-

sequence in the sense specified above resembles Hempel’s Special Consequence

Condition, which says that if E confirms H, and H entails H ′, then E also

confirms H ′ (Hempel, 1945). As Carnap pointed out, this condition seems ap-

propriate for the “firmness” conception of confirmation that might be explicated

by posterior probability, but it turns out to be inappropriate for the “increase of

firmness” conception that might be explicated by a measure of the change from

prior to posterior probability, such as the ratio Pr(H|E)/Pr(H) (1962, 475). In

the same way, the closure principle given here seems appropriate for preferences

understood in terms of the notion of relative acceptance (which one could call

“relative firmness”) that PRAFE-rules are supposed to govern. It is less clearly

appropriate for the notion of evidential favoring (which one could call “increase

in relative firmness”) that the Law of Likelihood is supposed to explicate. Thus,

accepting the Law of Likelihood does not force one to accept that Etwo♣ favors

Ha over Hs even though it favors H2♣ over Hs and H2♣ entails Ha.
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A methodological likelihoodist might point out that the problems discussed

in this section arise from trying to use the Law of Likelihood to do something it

was never intended to do, namely to provide guidance for commitments without

reference to prior probabilities. Quite so. But, given my Claim 1, we are forced

to try to use the Law of Likelihood to provide guidance for commitments in

order to use it to do something else that it was intended to do, namely to

provide the basis for an adequate methodology for science.

7 Claim 4: A good norm of commitment would allow preferences

between a hypothesis and its negation to be invariant under sub-

stitution of logical equivalents given one’s evidence

In this section I argue that no norm of commitment of the form given by PRAFE

is a good one because any such norm can force one to violate the following rule:

(R1) If H1 and H2 are logically equivalent given your evidence, then

do not prefer H1 to ¬H1 and ¬H2 to H2.

H1 andH2 are logically equivalent given evidence E if and only if the conjunction

of E and H1 entails H2 and the conjunction of E and H2 entails H1. For

instance, ”all ravens are black and all swans are white” is logically equivalent

to ”all ravens are black” given ”all swans are white.”

(R1) is intuitively compelling. After all, if H1 and H2 are logically equivalent

given your total evidence, then your evidence entails that H1 is true if and only

if H2 is true. To take a particular case, (R1) prohibits someone who knows

that no ravens are red from preferring “all ravens are either black or red” to its

negation while dispreferring “all ravens are black” to its negation. For someone

who knows that no ravens are red, those hypotheses have the same content and

thus should be assessed alike.
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Something like (R1) is generally taken for granted in formal theories. It is a

common technique in performing conditional probability calculations to replace

A in an expression of the form Pr(A|C) with some B that is logically equivalent

to A given C but not otherwise. For instance, one might replace Pr(
∑3

i=1Xi =

3|X1 = X2 = 1) with Pr(X3 = 1|X1 = X2 = 1), since
∑3

i=1Xi = 3 is logically

equivalent to X3 = 1 given X1 = X2 = 1. Standard textbooks simply take

for granted the permissibility of such maneuvers. Thus, if we were to identify

the degree to which one accepts H1 over H2 with the odds Pr(H1)/Pr(H2),

then, (R1) follows from the requirement that probability functions be single-

valued. Likewise for any other formalization of relative acceptance that permits

substitution of logical equivalents given one’s evidence.

I prove that PRAFE can force one to violate (R1) in Appendix A. Here is

roughly how the proof goes.13 Let H1 be the conjunction of some proposition

A with E, and let H2 be just the proposition A. Suppose that E is one’s total

relevant evidence with respect to H1 and H2. For instance, H1 might be the

proposition that Coins 1 and 2 both land heads, H2 and A the proposition that

Coin 2 lands heads, and E the proposition that Coin 1 lands heads. I show

that in cases of this kind, for any constant a, one can construct a probability

distribution over A and E such that the likelihood ratio of H1 against ¬H1 and

¬H2 against H2 both exceed a. Thus, given any norm of the form given by

PRAFE there is a possible experimental outcome that would lead you to prefer

H1 to ¬H1 and ¬H2 to H2. In this way, PRAFE can force you to violate (R2).

13The proof I give generalizes an argument given by Seidenfeld (1985).
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7.1 Objections and Replies

Objection 1: H1 and H2 Are Not Mutually Exclusive

One obvious response to this argument is to restrict PRAFE or even the Law of

Likelihood itself to hypotheses that are not logically related in the way that H1

and H2 in my argument are logically related. In fact, I have elsewhere argued

on other grounds for restricting the Law of Likelihood to mutually exclusive

hypotheses (manuscripta, Section 3). H1 and H2 are not mutually exclusive, so

one might think that this restriction would prevent the problem discussed here

from arising.

Reply to Objection 1

In fact, restricting the Law of Likelihood to mutually exclusive hypotheses does

not prevent the problem I have discussed here from arising. H1 and H2 in my

argument are not mutually exclusive, but the Law of Likelihood is not applied

to the comparison between H1 and H2: it is applied to the comparison between

H1 and its negation and to the comparison between H2 and its negation.

Restricting a PRAFE-rule so that it does not apply to a hypothesis and its

negation even when both have well defined likelihood functions would be an ad

hoc response to the argument presented in this section. An alternative response

would be to prohibit certain combinations of applications of PRAFE-rules; for

instance, one could prohibit applying a PRAFE-rule both to H1 and its negation

and to H2 and its negation, where H1 is the conjunction of H2 with some further

claim. However, this move too looks rather ad hoc. Moreover, it would require

burdensome book-keeping to enforce, particularly across entire communities of

scientists.
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Objection 2: PRAFE does not apply to hypotheses and their negations

The Law of Likelihood often does not apply in a straightforward way to a

hypothesis and its negation because at most one of those hypotheses entails a

definite probability distribution for the data. For instance, if one supposes that

a particular datum arises from a normal distribution with variance one, then

the hypothesis that the mean of the distribution is zero (or any other definite

value) entails a particular probability distribution over possible observations

drawn from that distribution, while the negation of that hypothesis does not.

Reply to Objection 2

It is true that the Law of Likelihood often does not apply in a straightforward

way to a hypothesis and its negation. However, it does do so when two simple

statistical hypotheses are the only possibilities under consideration, as in the

case used to generate the violation of (R1). There is nothing particularly strange

about cases of this kind that would motivate a restriction on PRAFE or the Law

of Likelihood that would exclude them.

It may be that violations of (R1) would not often arise in practice because

cases in which two simple statistical hypotheses are the only possibilities under

consideration are rare in science. However, a good norm of commitment should

be able to handle such simple cases. The fact that PRAFE cannot do so suggests

that it is deeply misguided.

Objection 3: H1 and H2 are not simple statistical hypotheses

There is something that distinguishes the case considered in this section from the

kinds of cases that are commonly considered in likelihoodist writings: H1 and

H2 are not “statistical hypotheses” with respect to E, that is, hypotheses solely

about the stochastic properties of the mechanism that produced E. Instead,
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H1 says that E occurs and some other outcome of another data-generating

mechanism occurs, while H2 says that nothing about E or the process that

produced it but only that the other outcome occurs. Some likelihoodists do

restrict the Law of Likelihood to statistical hypotheses (e.g. Hacking 1965, 59

and Edwards 1972, 57).

Reply to Objection 3

While some likelihoodists restrict the Law of Likelihood to statistical hypothe-

ses, they seem to do so not for any principled reason but simply because they

have statistical applications in mind. It is not clear that the restriction has any

principled basis. Moreover, it has the unfortunate consequence of restricting

the scope of the Law of Likelihood substantially. For instance, it would not

allow one to apply the Law of Likelihood to high-level, substantive scientific

theories, as Sober does with the theory of evolution and the theory of intelligent

design (Sober, 2008). In addition, it does not address the other problems for

PRAFE presented in this paper. Thus, restricting the Law of Likelihood to

statistical hypotheses might allow one to avoid violations of (R1), but it does so

in a way that is not independently well-motivated, has a high cost, and leaves

other problems untouched.

8 Claim 5: A good norm of commitment would allow degrees of

acceptance to increase under non-trivial disjunctions without vio-

lating invariance of preferences under substitution of logical equiv-

alents

In this section I argue that no norm of the form given by (PRAFE) is a good

one because no such norm is compatible with both (R2) and (R3):

(R2) If H1 is logically equivalent to H3 and H2 is logically equivalent to H4, do
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not prefer H1 to H2 and H4 to H3

(R3) You may accept (H1 or H2) over H3 to a degree greater than that to

which you accept H1 over H3 when the latter is well-defined, H1 and H2

are mutually exclusive, and you accept H2 over H3 to some degree greater

than 0.

Recall that, by convention, accepting H2 over H3 to degree zero means fully

rejecting H2 relative to H3, rather than being neutral between H2 and H3.

(R2) is slightly different from (R1) but just as compelling. It is stronger

than (R1) in that it is not restricted to a hypothesis and its negation. However,

the fact that the pairs of hypotheses to which (R1) applies are negations of one

another played no role in my argument motivating (R1). (R2) is weaker than

(R1) in that the relevant pairs of hypotheses do need to be logically equivalent

full stop, rather than merely logically equivalent given one’s evidence.

Violations of (R2) again seem unacceptable. H1 is true if and only if H3 is

true, and likewise for H2 and H4, so one’s assessment of H1 in relation to H2

should be the same as one’s assessment of H3 relative to H4. For instance, (R2)

says not to prefer “all ravens are black” to “some ravens are white” while at the

same time preferring “some white things are ravens” (equivalent to “some ravens

are white”) to “all non-black things are non-ravens” (equivalent to “all ravens

are black”). One’s preference between a pair of propositions should depend

on the content of those propositions rather than on the form in which those

propositions are expressed.

(R2), like (R1), would hold automatically in a variety of possible formaliza-

tions of the notion of relative acceptance. It is typically assumed in probability

theory, for instance, that logically equivalent propositions have the same proba-

bility. Thus, if one used a person’s odds Pr(H1)/Pr(H2) to formalize the degree

to which he or she accepts H1 over H2, then (R1) would hold automatically.
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Likewise for any formalization that allows substitutions of logical equivalents.

Violations of rules like (R1) and (R2) might of course be excusable. We would

not be inclined to criticize harshly a person of average mathematical ability

who was attempting to assess the size of a cubic box for assigning different

probabilities of the top of his or her head to the proposition that each side of

the box is 27 inches long and the proposition that the box has volume 19, 683

in.3 even though those hypotheses are equivalent.14 But of course the person in

question has made a mistake, even if we would not be inclined to chastise him

or her for it. Similarly, we would tolerate some violations of (R1) and (R2) in

practice, but that does not mean that we should accept norms that can produce

such violations.

(R3) is also compelling. If H1 and H2 are mutually exclusive, then the set

of possible states of affairs in which (H1 or H2) holds is a strict superset of the

set of possible states of affairs in which H1 holds. If one accepts H2 over H3 to

some degree greater than 0, then one does not entirely dismiss the possibility

that the actual state of affairs is one in which (H1 or H2) holds and H1 does not.

Thus, it seems that one should accept (H1 or H2) over H3 to a degree greater

than that to which one accepts H1 over H3. (R3) is actually weaker than that

claim: it says only that it is permissible to accept (H1 or H2) over H3 to a

degree greater than that to which one accepts H1 over H3 under the relevant

circumstances. My reason for weakening (R3) in this way is that a likelihoodist

might object that the Law of Likelihood typically says nothing about the degree

to which some datum favors a disjunctive hypothesis such as (H1 or H2) over

some other hypothesis because the likelihood of (H1 or H2) on some datum is

typically undefined the absence of prior probabilities on H1 and H2; thus, he

or she should not be forced to say anything about (H1 or H2) in relation to

some third hypothesis. All I need, however, is the unobjectionable claim that

14I owe this example to Rescorla unpublished, 18–9
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the pattern of degrees of relative acceptance in question is always permissible

in the relevant circumstances, leaving aside the question of whether or not it is

mandatory.

Consider a particular case: (R3) enails that one may accept “either all ravens

are black or some are white and the rest are black” over “some ravens are red”

to a degree greater than that to which one accepts “all ravens are black” over

“some ravens are red,” provided that the latter is defined and the degree to

which one accepts “some ravens are white and the rest are black” over “some

ravens are red” is greater than zero. This claim seems compelling. After all,

“either all ravens are black or some are white and the rest are black” holds in

all possible states of affairs in which “all ravens are black” holds and in some in

which it does not, so it makes sense to accept the former over some third claim

to a greater degree than latter, provided that one takes at all seriously the set

of possible states of affairs in which the former holds and the latter does not.

Like (R1) and (R2), (R3) would hold under a variety of possible formaliza-

tions of the notion of relative acceptance. For instance, if we again interpret the

degree to which one accepts A over B as one’s odds Pr(A)/Pr(B), then confor-

mity to (R3) follows from conformity to the axioms of probability. Probabilities

obey finite additivity, meaning that Pr(H1 or H2) = Pr(H1) + Pr(H2) when

H1 and H2 are mutually exclusive. It follows that Pr(H1 or H2)/Pr(H3) >

Pr(H1)/Pr(H3) when Pr(H2)/Pr(H3) > 0 and H1 and H2 are mutually exclu-

sive. An analogous argument would work under any similar interpretation that

uses an additive (or superadditive)15 calculus.

The following example shows no PRAFE-rule is compatible with both (R2)

and (R3).16 (For the sake of readability, some details are given in Appendix B.)

15A superadditive calculus f such as the Dempster-Shafer calculus (Dempster, 1968)) is one
the axioms of which guarantee only that f(H1 or H2) is greater than or equal to f(H1)+f(H2)
when H1 and H2 are mutually exclusive.

16This example is loosely related to a well-known example due to Von Mises (1981).
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Example 3. Suppose that a mad genius has mixed water and wine

in a bottle. You know that the ratio r of water to wine is in the

interval (1/2, 2]. The mad genius knows the value of r but refuses

to tell it to you. He does agree to run three trials of an experiment

each possible outcome of which yields relevant, non-neutral evidence

concerning the hypotheses Hr
1 : r ∈ (1/2, 1], Hr

2 : r ∈ (1, 3/2] Hr
3 :

r ∈ (3/2, 2].17 As it turns out, the data from the three trials is

collectively neutral with respect to those hypotheses. (A description

of the experiment and its result are given in Appendix B.) PRAFE

thus requires accepting Hr
1 over Hr

3 to degree one (i.e., being neutral

between them). (R3) thus entails that it is permissible to accept

(Hr
1 or Hr

2 ) over Hr
3 to a degree greater than one.

Problems arise when we apply the same kind of reasoning to the

ratio r′ of wine to water. r′ must be in the interval [1/2, 2). The

pieces of evidence from the mad genius’s experiment are individually

non-neutral between Hr′

1 : r′ ∈ (1/2, 1] and Hr′

3 : r′ ∈ (3/2, 2], but

collectively neutral with respect to those hypotheses and Hr′

2 : r′ ∈

(1, 3/2]. PRAFE thus requires accepting Hr′

1 over Hr′

3 to degree

one (i.e., being neutral between them). (R3) thus entails that it

is permissible to accept (Hr′

1 or Hr′

2 ) over Hr′

3 to a degree greater

than one. However, Hr
1 is logically equivalent to (Hr′

2 or Hr′

3 ) (r is

between 1/2 and 1 if and only if r′ = 1/r is between 1 and 2), andHr′

1

is logically equivalent to (Hr
2 or Hr

3 ) (r′ is between 1/2 and 1 if and

17PRAFE does not require that the intervals have the same size, but using intervals of
different sizes would give rise to needless objections. For instance, one might think that one
could rescue PRAFE by restricting to hypotheses that have “equal empirical content” as a
kind of objective surrogate for prior probability. In order to do so, one would have to give

an account of “equal empirical content” such that either Hr
1 , Hr

2 , and Hr
3 or Hr′

1 , Hr′
2 , and

Hr′
3 do not have equal empirical content despite corresponding to intervals of the same size,

without making the conditions for “equal empirical content” so restrictive that PRAFE-rules
become essentially useless, and without making “equal empirical content” simply another
phrase for prior probability. I do not see how such an account could be given
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only if r = 1/r′ is between 1 and 2). Thus, (R2) rules out a pattern

of preferences that PRAFE and (R3) entail are permissible, namely

preferring Hr
1 to (Hr

2 or Hr
3 ) and preferring Hr′

1 to (Hr′

2 or Hr′

3 ).

9 Conclusion

Methodological likelihoodism is attractive because methods based on likeli-

hood functions alone combine some of the major advantages of frequentist and

Bayesian methods, respectively. Like frequentist methods, they do not require

prior probability distributions. Like Bayesian methods, they conform to the

Likelihood Principle.

The problem with methodological likelihoodism is that its central principle,

the Law of Likelihood, addresses only questions about evidential favoring. An

adequate methodology for science needs to do more than that: it needs to pro-

vide a good norm of commitment. After all, we do science not for the sake of

gathering data and characteizing it as evidence, but for the sake of deciding in

informed, principled ways what to believe and do. PRAFE-rules seem to encom-

pass all of the norms of commitment that a methodological likelihoodist would

want to consider, but I have shown that they have severe problems. Thus, it does

not seem to be possible to provide an adequate self-contained methodology for

science on the basis of likelihood functions alone. Methodological likelihoodism

is false.

If the Likelihood Principle rules out frequentism and the need for a good

norm of commitment rules out methodological likelihoodism, then scientists are

left with no standard alternative but to use Bayesian methods despite the diffi-

culties that arise from the fact that they require prior probability distributions.

An important task for the philosophy of scientific method is to address remain-

ing philosophical (as opposed to technical) obstacles to more widespread use
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of Bayesian methods in science, including the challenge of handing prior prob-

ability distributions in a way that is appropriate for use in science given that

scientific research often has many stakeholders with divergent opinions.

The claim that the Likelihood Principle is true and methodological like-

lihoodism false has implications for philosophy itself as well as for scientific

practice: it implies that scientific conclusions cannot be based on the evidential

meaning of data alone. They can be based on experiments with good long-run

operating characteristics, as in the frequentist approach, but that approach faces

many objections, including problematic consequences arising from the fact that

it violates the Likelihood Principle (see Gandenberger manuscriptb). They can

alternatively be based on both evidential meaning and prior probabilities, as

in the Bayesian approach, but that approach requires explicit use of a priori18

biases in the form of prior probabilities. We would like to think that science

can rest on an unbiased assessment of empirical data, but the best efforts of

methodologists have not borne that hope out.
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A Proof that PRAFE can force one to violate (R1)

I claim in Section 7 that any PRAFE-rule can lead to violations of (R1). Here

is a proof of that claim.

(R1) If H1 and H2 are logically equivalent given your evidence, then

do not prefer H1 to ¬H1 and ¬H2 to H2.

Proof

Let X1 and X2 record the outcomes of independent coin flips. If the first coin

lands heads, then X1 = 1. Otherwise X1 = 0. Likewise for the second coin and

X2. Let E be the evidence X1 = 1, H1 the hypothesis X1 = X2 = 1, and H2

the hypothesis X2 = 1. Suppose that E is the only information one has about

X1 and X2.

Fix the function f such that (PRAFE) says to accept H1 over H2 to degree

f(L) = f(Pr(T |H1)/Pr(T |H2)). PRAFE requires that there be some constant
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a such that f(a) > 1 (and thus f(x) > 1 for all x > a, since f is nondecreas-

ing). I need to show that there is a joint distribution for X1 and X2 such that

Pr(E|H1)/Pr(E|¬H1) > a and Pr(E|¬H2)/Pr(E|H2) > a.

I need to show how to construct for any a a joint distribution over X1 and X2

such that such that Pr(E|H1)/Pr(E|¬H1) > a and Pr(E|¬H2)/Pr(E|H2) > a.

From the fact that one can do so, it follows that PRAFE can force one to prefer

H1 to ¬H1 and ¬H2 to H2. But given E, H1 and H2 are equivalent. Therefore,

(PRAFE) forces one to violate (R1).

Here is the needed construction. Let a be some value greater than 1/2 of x

such that f(a) > 1 for all x > a. Let b = 2a/(2a+ 1). Then assign probabilities

to outcomes according to the following table.

HHH
HHHX1

X2
0 1

0 1−b
4 b 1+3b

4

1 1−b
4

1−b
2

3−3b
4

1−b
2

1+b
2 1

Table 1: Each of the four cells in the interior of the table give the probability
that X1 has the value for the given row and X2 has the value for the given
column. Thus, for instance, the bottom-right cell in the interior of the table
says that the probability that X1 = X2 = 1 is (1− b)/2. The values all the way
to the right give the probability that X1 has the value associated with that row.
The values all the way at the bottom give the probability that X2 has the value
associated with that column. The 1 in the bottom-right cell indicates that the
row and column totals are both 1, as they should be.

It is easy to show that this table does indeed specify a probability distribu-

tion. Because a > 1/2, b = 2a(2a+ 1) is strictly between 1/2 and 1. It follows

that all of the probabilities in the table are between zero and one. In addition,

the marginal probabilities (those shown in the leftmost column and the bottom

row) are the sums of the relevant joint probabilities (those in the interior of

the table), and the marginal probabilities sum to one. Thus, the distribution is

additive, and the axioms of probability are satisfied.
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I will now show that Pr(E|H1)/Pr(E|¬H1) and Pr(E|¬H2)/Pr(E|H2) are

both greater than a, completing the proof.

Pr(E|H1)

Pr(E|¬H1)
=

Pr(E & H1)

Pr(H1)

Pr(¬H1)

Pr(E & ¬H1)

=
Pr(X1 = X2 = 1)

Pr(X1 = X2 = 1)

Pr(¬(X1 = X2 = 1))

Pr(X1 = 1 & X2 = 0)

=
1− Pr(X1 = X2 = 1)

Pr(X1 = 1 & X2 = 0)

=
1− (1− b)/2

(1− b)/4

=
4

1− b
− 2

=
4

1− (2a)/(2a+ 1)
− 2

=
8a+ 4

2a+ 1− 2a
− 2

= 8a+ 4− 2

= 8a+ 2

> a

Pr(E|¬H2)

Pr(E|H2)
=

Pr(E & ¬H2)

Pr(¬H2)

Pr(H2)

Pr(E & H2)

=
Pr(X1 = 1 & X2 = 0)

Pr(X2 = 0)

Pr(X2 = 1)

Pr(X1 = X2 = 1)

=
(1− b)/4
(1− b)/2

(1 + b)/2

(1− b)/2

=
1

2

1 + b

1− b

=
1

2

1 + 2a/(2a+ 1)

1− 2a/(2a+ 1)
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=
1

2

2a+ 1 + 2a)

2a+ 1− 2a

=
1

2
(4a+ 1)

= 2a+
1

2

> a

B Desciption of the Experiment Showing the Inconsistency of PRAFE

with the Conjunction of (R2) and (R3)

The outline of a proof that PRAFE is inconsistent with the conjunction of

(R2) and (R3) is given in the main text. What is missing is a description of

an experiment that yields three pieces of evidence that are individually non-

neutral but collectively neutral with respect to Hr
1 , Hr

2 , and Hr
3 , individually

non-neutral between Hr′

1 and Hr′

3 , and collectively neutral with respect to Hr′

1

and Hr′

3 . One experiment of this kind consists of rolling three times a three-sided

die with weights that depend on r as shown in table 2.

If r is in the
interval. . .

. . . then Pr(1) = . . . then Pr(2) = . . . then Pr(3) =

(1/2, 1] 1/2 1/3 1/6
(1, 3/2] 1/6 1/2 1/3
(3/2, 2] 1/3 1/6 1/2

Table 2: The probabilities of the possible die roll outcomes as a function of the
ratio of wine to water r

Each possible outcome has a probability that varies with r, but the sequence

of outcomes {1, 2, 3}, for instance, has probability 1/2 × 1/3 × 1/6 = 1/36

regardless of r. Thus, that sequence contains three pieces of evidence that are

individually non-neutral but collectively neutral with respect to Hr
1 , Hr

2 , and

Hr
3 .

Because there is a one-to-one correspondence between values of r and values
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of r′, we can also say that the die has weights that depend on r′ in the following

way.

If r′ is in the

interval. . .

. . . then Pr(1) = . . . then Pr(2) = . . . then Pr(3) =

[1, 2) 1/2 1/3 1/6

[2/3, 1) 1/6 1/2 1/3

[1/2, 2/3) 1/3 1/6 1/2

Table 3: The probabilities of the possible die roll outcomes as a function of the

ratio of water to wine r′

If Hr′

1 is true (meaning that r′ is in the interval [1/2, 1)), then r′ is in ei-

ther [1/2, 2/3) or [2/3, 1). Now, a likelihoodist cannot compute the likelihood

Pr(E|Hr′

1 ) on E = 1, E = 2, or E = 3 without assigning prior probabilities to

[1/2, 2/3) and [2/3, 1) given Hr′

1 . However, Pr(1|Hr′

1 ) must be some weighted

average of Pr(1|r′ ∈ [1/2, 2/3)) = 1/3 and Pr(1|r′ ∈ [2/3, 1)) = 1/6, and thus

must be less than Pr(1|Hr′

3 ) = Pr(1|r′ ∈ [3/2, 2)) = 1/2. Thus, a likelihood-

ist can say that E = 1 favors Hr′

3 over Hr′

1 . By an analogous argument, a

likelihoodist can say that E = 3 favors Hr′

1 over Hr′

3 . It is indeterminate for

a likelihoodist whether E = 2 favors Hr′

1 over Hr′

3 or not, but all I need is

that the evidence be collectively neutral without all of the pieces of evidence

being individually neutral. (If they were all neutral, then I have conceded that

it may be acceptable for one to withhold judgment rather than to be neutral

among Hr′

1 , Hr′

2 , and Hr′

3 .) Pr({1, 2, 3}|Hr′

1 ) must be some weighted average of

Pr({1, 2, 3}|r′ ∈ [1/2, 2/3)) = 1/36 and Pr({1, 2, 3}|r′ ∈ [2/3, 1)) = 1/36, so it

must be 1/36.
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Now, if either Hr′

2 or Hr′

3 is true, then r′ is in [1, 2). Thus, all possible

outcomes of the experiment are neutral between Hr′

2 and Hr′

3 . In addition,

Pr({1, 2, 3}|Hr′

3 ) = 1/36, so the evidence is collectively neutral between Hr′

1

and Hr′

3 . This point completes the proof given in the main text.
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